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A high temperature field reversed configuration (FRC) has been produced in the newly built,

world’s largest compact toroid (CT) facility, C-2, by colliding and merging two high-b CTs

produced using the advanced field-reversed h-pinch technology. This long-lived, stable merged

state exhibits the following key properties: (1) apparent increase in the poloidal flux from the

first pass to the final merged state, (2) significantly improved confinement compared to

conventional h-pinch FRCs with flux decay rates approaching classical values in some cases, (3)

strong conversion from kinetic energy into thermal energy with total temperature (TeþTi)

exceeding 0.5 keV, predominantly into the ion channel. Detailed modeling using a new 2-D

resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code, LamyRidge, has demonstrated, for the first time,

the formation, translation, and merging=reconnection dynamics of such extremely high-b plasmas.
VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3574380]

I. INTRODUCTION

The field reversed configuration (FRC) is a compact tor-

oid (CT) with predominantly poloidal fields and zero or

small self-generated toroidal fields.1 The attractions of such

a configuration for a potential fusion reactor are its simple

geometry for ease of construction and maintenance, a natural

unrestricted divertor for facilitating energy extraction and

ash removal, and very high b (ratio of plasma to magnetic

pressure), i.e., high fusion power density, which is essential

for an economic fusion reactor and may also allow use of

advanced, aneutronic fuels such as D-He3 and p-B11.

The traditional method of forming an FRC uses the

field-reversed h-pinch (FRTP) technology, producing hot,

high-density plasmas.2 A variation on this is the translation-
trapping method in which the plasma created in a h-pinch

“source” is more-or-less immediately ejected out one end

into a confinement chamber. The translating plasmoid is

then trapped between two strong mirrors at the ends of the

chamber.3–6 Once in the confinement chamber, heating and

current drive methods may be applied.7–9 This separation of

source and confinement functions offers key engineering

advantages for potential future fusion reactors. FRCs have

proved to be extremely robust, resilient to dynamic forma-

tion, translation, and violent capture events. Moreover, they

show a tendency to assume a preferred plasma state.5,6 Sig-

nificant progress has been made in the last decade develop-

ing other FRC formation methods: by merging-spheromaks

with oppositely directed helicities10–12 and by driving current

with rotating magnetic fields (RMFs),13–18 which also pro-

vides additional stability.14 Recently, the collision-merging
technique proposed long ago19–21 has been developed: h-

pinches at opposite ends of a confinement chamber generate

two plasmoids and eject them toward each other at high

speed; they collide at the center of the chamber and merge to

form an FRC. The collision-merging method was shown22 to

produce high temperature FRCs. These FRCs may be the

suitable targets for steady-state sustainment, e.g., by neutral

beams7–9 or by RMF,13–18 as well as magnetized target

fusion.23

A new, large h-pinch merging system, C-2, was built to

form high-flux, hot FRCs using the collision-merging tech-

nique.24 Stable, long-lived FRCs have been achieved in C-2

with record configuration lifetimes of over 2 ms as compared

to traditional h-pinch-formed and translated FRCs; here, the

configuration lifetime is defined as the time interval before

the excluded flux signal falls essentially to zero. Plasma di-

ameter is �1 m, poloidal flux /p� 15 mWb, hbi ¼ 2lo

hpi=B2
e � 90% (p is the plasma pressure, Be is the external

magnetic field), electron density ne� 1020 m�3, and totalb)Invited speaker.

a)Paper DI3 1, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 55, 104 (2010).
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temperature Tt¼TiþTe> 0.5 keV with Ti� 4.5 Te, as

inferred from Doppler spectroscopy and multichord, multi-

pulse Thomson scattering measurements. These observations

are consistent with simple predictions from the radial force

balance. The FRCs are extremely rugged, surviving the

violent formation, translation, and merging processes, yet

exhibiting strongly enhanced confinement compared to con-

ventional h-pinches.

In parallel with C-2 experiments, a simulation tool,

LamyRidge code, has been developed to better understand the

dynamics of formation, translation, and merging=reconnection

of these extremely high-b plasmas. LamyRidge is a new 2D

resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code with realistic

boundary and initial conditions.

This paper, reporting these new advances, is organized

as follows. Section II gives a brief description of the key fea-

tures of the C-2 merging system. Section III describes the

dynamics of the merging, including comparison with model-

ing results from LamyRidge. Section IV offers evidence that

the merged state is an FRC, with detailed internal profiles

inferred from various diagnostics, including multichannel,

two-color, CO2=HeNe interferometry, and multichannel,

multitime Thomson scattering. Sections V and VI address

stability and transport properties, respectively. Finally, Sec.

VII presents a summary and conclusions.

II. C-2 FACILITY

Figure 1 is a schematic of the C-2 facility. It consists of

a center confinement vessel. Connected to each end of it are

h-pinch formation sections and, beyond them, divertor cham-

bers to control neutral density and impurity contamination.

C-2 was built to accommodate ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).

The formation sources are standard FRTPs, albeit with an

advanced pulsed power (PP) formation system. Each forma-

tion tube is made of quartz. The confinement chamber is

made of stainless steel; it serves as a flux conserver on the

timescale of the experiment.

A series of quasi-dc coils are placed along the devices.

These produce the basic bias fields in the formation, transla-

tion, and confinement sections, as well as a guiding field for

directing the end-streaming plasma jets into the remote di-

vertor chambers at the ends. The h-pinch circuits create a

temporary reversed bias of��0.05 T followed by a forward

field of �0.4 T. Field reversal occurs rapidly,� 5 ls, driven

by multi-GW PP modules. The plasmoids so formed are

ejected from the formation sections and expand into the

larger diameter confinement chamber. The quasi-dc coils

surrounding the confinement chamber produce a forward

bias field� 0.07 T to control radial expansion and provide

the equilibrium external magnetic flux. Separate coils at each

end of the confinement chamber can be independently ener-

gized for equilibrium shaping control.

In addition, a set of saddle-coil “antennas” are located

outside the confinement chamber, four on each side of the

midplane. They provide a quasistatic quadrupole field for

controlling rotational instabilities. They can also be hooked

up to produce the fields symmetric about the midplane or

antisymmetric, the latter by driving currents in opposite

directions on each side of the midplane.

III. DYNAMICS OF FRC MERGING

Figure 2 shows a typical time evolution of the excluded

flux radius, rD/, which approximates the separatrix radius,

rs � rD/, to illustrate the dynamics of the h-pinch merging

process. The two individual plasmoids are produced simulta-

neously and then accelerated out of the respective formation

regions at a supersonic speed, vZ� 250 km=s and collide

near the midplane at z¼ 0. During the collision, the plas-

moids compress axially, followed by a rapid radial and axial

expansion, before finally merging to form an FRC. The

merging process lasts 10’s of microseconds, i.e., a few radial

Alfvén times. Both radial and axial dynamics of the merging

FRC are evidenced by detailed density profile measurements

and bolometer-based tomography. As an example, Fig. 3

compares the electron density radial profiles at the midplane

for the single-source (only one h-pinch active) and dual

source (merging h-pinch) FRCs. The density profiles are

derived from a six-chord CO2=HeNe interferometer system25

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the C-2 facility.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Evolution of the excluded flux radius in C-2 obtained

from a series of external diamagnetic loops at the two h-pinch formation sec-

tions and magnetic probes embedded inside the central metal confinement

chamber. Time is measured from the instant of synchronized field reversal

in the h pinch sources, and distance z is given relative to the center of the

confinement chamber.
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by Abel inversion, accounting for the displacement of the

FRC axis. The displacement is determined from tomographic

reconstruction drawn from an extensive array of both azimu-

thally and axially distributed bolometers. As can be seen, the

single-source plasmoid is relatively narrow and dense with

rs� 0.2 m and ne� 1020 m�3. In dual source operation

(h-pinch merging), the merging plasmoids briefly compress

to nearly double the initial value before gradually settling

into an equilibrium with ne� 5�1019 m�3 while expanding

axially. The final merged state exhibits a hollow density pro-

file with peak density near the field null (R ¼ rs

� ffiffiffi
2
p

), as

expected.

The final existence of a merged FRC equilibrium has

recently been directly verified by probing the internal mag-

netic field structure using a multichannel boron-nitride clad

magnetic probe at the midplane of the confinement cham-

ber.26 The probe, however, strongly degraded the perform-

ance and overall lifetime of the merged FRC. Interestingly,

each of the two translating plasmoids exhibit significant to-

roidal fields, with opposite signs at each end, i.e., each plas-

moid resembles a partially merged spheromaks with

opposite helicities at each end. This phenomenon was previ-

ously observed in the translation, confinement, and sustain-

ment (TCS) experiment.5 It appears that most of the toroidal

field is annihilated upon merging, leaving little toroidal flux

in the merged equilibrium. However, more detailed axial

profile measurements are needed to reveal the overall field

structure of the merged state.

Magnetic reconnection, recognized in space and astro-

physical plasmas,27,28 is the most fundamental mechanism in

self-organization of many low-b magnetic confinement sys-

tems such as spheromaks,29 reversed field pinches (RFPs)

(Ref. 30) and other laboratory plasmas.31–33 Recently, FRC

formation by counter-helicity spheromak merging with

complete reconnection has been demonstrated both experi-

mentally10–12 and numerically.34,35 It was observed that the

reconnection rate increased with the initial relative velocity

of the two colliding CTs and was highest for counter-helicity

merging.31 The classic 2-D Sweet-Parker (SP) model36 pre-

dicts a reconnection rate too slow to explain many observa-

tions in both space and laboratory plasmas.27 Although many

other models have been proposed for faster reconnection,

notably Petschek-type models based on standing shock

waves,28 but none of these models has been fully bench-

marked in laboratory or space plasmas.

To better understand the formation, translation, and

merging processes of colliding FRCs, a new resistive MHD

formation code, LamyRidge, has been developed to simulate

C-2. In contrast to the 2-D MHD code, MOQUI, which was

previously used for FRC formation and translation simula-

tions,37 LamyRidge is a modern two-dimensional Eulerian

code which uses a uniform r,z mesh to represent the poloidal

plane and cut-cell boundary conditions to maximize flexibil-

ity of boundary conditions. It tracks the dynamics and ener-

getics of the plasma and neutral gas fluids, utilizing realistic

experimental geometry and magnetic boundary conditions.

A modified system of MHD equations governs the plasma,

while a system of fluid equations governs the neutral gas. In

addition to friction, the two fluids also exchange density

through ionization and charge exchange. The energy equa-

tion for the plasma includes radiative energy loss and aniso-

tropic thermal conduction, which is critical in view of the

high b of FRCs. An empirical Chodura resistivity is used to

model the dissipation of magnetic energy. The present ver-

sion solves the poloidal MHD (TM polarization) equations

with neutral physics and hydrogenic radiation, using the

semi-implicit method to permit arbitrary time steps with the

large density contrast present in the experimental situation.

All other equations are time-implicit, allowing a time step

limited only by advection, which is treated by a predictor-

corrector method. Iterative methods are used to solve for the

flux function, velocity components, and temperature. The

propagation of the compression wave during the formation is

modeled by a modern shock capturing method (SMART).

Figure 4 shows a simulation of the same discharge shown in

Fig. 2. As can be seen, it well reproduces the observed for-

mation, translation, and merging dynamics of the collision-

merged FRC. In particular, the merging of two individual

plasmoids into a single entity is evidenced by the closed

poloidal field structure in the merged equilibrium, e.g., at

48 ls.

IV. POLOIDAL FLUX INCREAE AND
RETHERMALIZATION DURING MERGING

What is truly remarkable is that the poloidal flux, /p

appears to increase significantly during the merging process.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of single plasmoids pro-

duced in separate discharges, one produced by the south

pinch and one by the north pinch, as well as the merged FRC

with both pinches fired simultaneously, under the same oper-

ating conditions. The data were taken at the midplane of the

confinement chamber. Note that the single plasmoids pass

FIG. 3. (Color online) Contours of electron density ne (r, t) for the single-

source (translating) and dual source (collision-merging) FRCs, obtained

from a six-channel two-color CO2=HeNe interferometry located at the mid-

plane of the central confinement chamber using the Abel inversion

technique.
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through the confinement chamber without being captured

because of their high translation speed and the insufficient

magnetic mirrors at the ends of the chamber. The poloidal

flux is estimated as

/p ¼ 0:31pBer3
s

�
rc; (1)

assuming a rigid rotor (RR) profile, which was consistent

with internal probe measurements for translated CTs.5 Here,

rc is the radius of the metal confinement chamber, which acts

as a flux conserver. Clearly, the individual plasmoids, as

they first pass (fp) the midplane, have relatively small poloi-

dal fluxes, while the merged FRC exhibits a substantial

increase in /p, with a flux amplification factor exceeding 10

as a result of the merging. This factor is defined as the ratio

of the poloidal flux of the merged FRC to the average poloi-

dal flux of the individual plasmoids during their fp through

the midplane, i.e., 2/M=ð/N
fp þ /S

fpÞ. Merging is complete

by �40 ls, as highlighted in Fig. 5. Note that the RR approx-

imation of /p may be inaccurate for the highly dynamical

translating plasmoids.

While the details of the merging process are unclear, the

final state has very high b. Evidently, it is not a Taylor state,

which is force-free with b¼ 0 (Ref. 30), objects which have

been observed in astrophysical plasmas and low-b laboratory

plasmas. Although more general relaxation principles have

been advanced,38–40 none has yet been verified by experi-

ment. Thus, the underlying relaxation principle in these

high-b plasmas remains unclear.

Strong rethermalization occurs during the merging pro-

cess, as shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the total tempera-

ture, Tt¼TiþTe � 100 eV for the single plasmoids, exceeds

600 eV in the merged FRC, in agreement with the LamyR-

idge code prediction (Fig. 4). Here, Tt derives from the radial

pressure balance, i.e.,

Tt ¼ B2
e

�
2l0kBnmð Þ; (2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and nm is the peak electron

density at the field null. The latter is extracted from �n, the

line average density from CO2=HeNe interferometry, using

nm ¼ �n= bh i, with the average b from axial force balance,

i.e.,

bh i ¼ 1� 1=2x
2
s ; (3)

where xs¼ rs=rc is the ratio of the separatrix radius to the

flux conserver radius. bh i � 0:9 for typical merged FRCs on

C-2. Rethermalization also occurs in translation-trapping for-

mation,3–6 but with a smaller fraction of the translation

energy being converted to heat.

Figure 6 shows the first electron temperature profile

measurements (still being investigated in detail) for a trans-

lating plasmoid (single-source) and a collision-merged FRC,

obtained from a nine-chord Thomson scattering diagnostic,41

using a multipulse ruby laser. As can be seen, Te � Tt=2

� 50 eV for the translating plasmoid, while rising above

100 eV for the collision-merged FRCs.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Simulation of FRC formation, translation, and merg-

ing dynamics for the same shot as shown in Fig. 2, i.e., #5512, showing time

histories of both magnetic flux and temperature predicted by the 2-D resis-

tive MHD code, LamyRidge. The magnetic reconnection induced by colli-

sion is clearly demonstrated by the evolution of the flux contours.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison of the initial translated CTs and the re-

sultant merged FRC, showing time traces of the external poloidal field, Be,

the excluded flux radius, rD/, the poloidal flux, /p, and the total temperature,

Tt¼TiþTe, derived from radial pressure balance, for individual CTs pro-

duced by h-pinches on the north side and the south side, respectively, and

the result from merging individual CTs formed under identical conditions.

Note that the two single CTs were not captured by the end mirrors due to

their high translation speeds. Merging occurs around 30 ls, as indicated.
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Strong ion heating occurs during the merging, as

observed in FRCs formed by counter-helicity spheromak

merging,10–12,42 demonstrating direct conversion of magnetic

energy into ion thermal energy arising from the annihilation

of toroidal fields. Figure 7 shows ion temperatures obtained

from ion Doppler broadening spectroscopy43 using O–V

(O4þ) line emissions at 297.1 nm. All the ion Doppler meas-

urements were taken during the quiescent decay phase of

merged FRC and well after the dynamic phase of CT merg-

ing. This minimizes the effects of magnetic reconnection on

the ion temperature measurements, which may be present

during the merging process. Clearly, Doppler spectroscopy

shows a substantial increase in ion energy during the merg-

ing process, with Ti � 4:5Te in collision-merged FRCs, as

shown in Fig. 7, consistent with the total temperatures

derived from the radial pressure balance, Tp
t � 1:2Ti

� 5:5Te. Note that for typical density 5� 1019 m�3, the ther-

malization time for Oxygen–V ions (Z¼ 4) with background

Deuterium ions is below 30 ls for the temperature range in

Fig. 7, based on the Spitz energy transfer time:44

sz msð Þ � 0:1mz amuð ÞTi keVð Þ3=2
i

ni 1020m�3ð ÞZ2
: (4)

This is significantly smaller than the FRC thermal energy

confinement time, i.e., 400 ls, for typical merged FRCs.

Also note that the data shown in Fig. 7 were obtained with

internal magnetic probes present in the plasma, which are

lower than usual merged FRCs due to probe perturbation, as

mentioned in Sec. III.

Both poloidal flux and total temperature of the collision-

merged FRCs depend strongly on the translation speed of the

colliding plasmoids, favoring fast translation, as shown in

Fig. 8. The C-2 design allows flexible formation schemes,

ranging from fully dynamic to static. Dynamic formation

achieves the fastest translation speed by sequentially ener-

gizing the individual coils in the h-pinches from back to

front; this rapidly accelerates the plasmoids out of their re-

spective sources. By contrast, in static formation, only the

far end coils are energized slightly early to gently nudge the

plasmoids into the confinement chamber.

As aforementioned, despite the strong dynamics, prelim-

inary measurements from the internal probe reveal the pres-

ence of significant and opposed toroidal fields at the front

and rear of each translating plasmoid. Such axially antisym-

metric toroidal fields may arise from poloidally sheared to-

roidal electron flow,45 or from the translation itself, as in a

FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of radial electron temperature profiles,

Te (r), obtained from a nine-chord Thomson scattering system for individual

plasmoids and merged FRCs.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Ion temperature, Ti, from Doppler spectroscopy and

electron temperature, Te, from Thomson scattering vs total temperature, Tt,

derived from radial pressure balance, in merged FRCs.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Effect of dynamic translation speed. The data are

obtained right after merging (� 40 ls) of the FRCs from a series of repro-

ducible and well-controlled discharges with the same magnetic configura-

tions and gas fuelling rates. The translation speed is varied by energizing the

h-pinch coils at various different times during the initial formation process.
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conical h-pinch.46 Simulations by including the Hall term

reproduce this.37 Increasing the translation speed might

increase the toroidal field generation, and thus, the subse-

quent flux-conversion from toroidal to poloidal flux.

The plasma temperature of the merged state is dictated

by the conservation of the total energy, including kinetic

energy of the translated FRCs Ek ¼ 1=2Nmiv
2
z , thermal energy

Eth ¼ 3=2NkBTt, and poloidal magnetic energy EB ¼ NkBTt
4.

Here, N is the total number of ions and mi is the ion mass.

Note that the EB estimate includes the magnetic energy out-
side the FRC, because the presence of the flux-excluding

plasma compresses the external field. Assuming conservation

of particles from before to after merging leads to the follow-

ing simple relationship,

5

2
kBTt þ

1

2
miv

2
z ¼ constant: (5)

As shown in Fig. 8, over 60% of the kinetic energy, Ek, is

converted into plasma thermal energy, Eth, upon merging

with the rest going into magnetic energy. The ratio of the

change in total FRC internal energy to the change in kinetic

energy, DEth þ DEBð Þ=DEk, appears to slightly exceed unity:

this may be attributed to loss of lower energy particles during

the merging or uncertainties in the translation speed. How-

ever, this may also arise from direct conversion of toroidal
magnetic energy stored in the toroidal fields that are present

in the translating plasmoids, as observed in merging-sphero-

mak formation.

V. STABILITY

One of the most important issues for an FRC is its stabil-

ity to low-n MHD modes, since Finite-Larmor-Radius (FLR)

effects suppress higher-n modes.1 The n¼ 1 tilt mode, which

appears as a primarily axial shift in elongated FRCs, is unsta-

ble according to MHD theory with a fast growth rate, but it

is not observed in present kinetic FRCs. The stability is pri-

marily attributed to the highly kinetic nature of FRCs with

various contributing mechanisms such as two-fluid mini-

mum-energy state,38–40 sheared flow,11 and small but finite

toroidal fields in FRCs.6,15,47 Recent nonlinear kinetic simu-

lations have exhibited in some cases the nonlinear saturation

of the tilt instability without disrupting the FRC.48,49 The

global instability clearly observed experimentally is the

n¼ 2 rotational mode, driven by the centrifugal effect of

plasma rotation. The n¼ 2 mode is disruptive in h-pinch-

formed FRCs, but it is readily stabilized by applying a static

multipole field.50 Multipole stabilization requires that the av-

erage magnetic pressure from the multipole fields counter-

balance the centrifugal force, with the stability criterion51

B2
m

l0

�
1=4 nimih iX2

i r2
s

‘� 1ð Þ ; (6)

where Bm is the multipole field strength, Xi is the ion rotation

frequency, and 2‘ is the order of the multipole field (‘ ¼ 2

for quadrupoles). Recently, rotating magnetic fields (the

rotating analogy of static multipoles) also provided stabiliza-

tion of rotational instability.14

The n¼ 2 mode also develops in the collision-merged

FRCs in C-2, especially in lower density, hotter FRCs; how-

ever, it is usually not disruptive, tending rather to saturate.

The n¼ 2 mode appears in tomography as an elliptical dis-

tortion of the FRC cross section, as shown in Fig. 9, for a dis-

charge without the application of stabilizing quadrupole

field. The mode rotation is in the ion diamagnetic direction

with the frequency similar to the ion diamagnetic frequency,

i.e., fn¼2 � X�i
�

2p � 10 kHz for typical FRCs in C-2. This

is consistent with bolometric radiation reconstructions. Fur-

ther information comes from the Mirnov Bh probe arrays

inserted on two toroidal planes (z¼ const.) distributed along

h. These measurements showed an axially rigid rotation of

the n¼ 2 mode structure. The n¼ 1 rotational mode (wob-

ble) was also observed by the Mirnov probes, but at a much

lower frequency.

The evolution of the density profile with the n¼ 2 mode

has been obtained from interferometry by simultaneously fit-

ting the line-integrated density measurements from each

individual channel. The n¼ 2 mode is modeled as an ellipti-

cal distortion of the FRC cross section, assuming a modifica-

tion of the RR profile,

n ¼ nm sech2 KRR
a2

a2
s

þ b2

b2
s

� 1

� �� �
; (7)

where KRR is the RR profile parameter, a and b represent the

short and long axes of each ellipse, and as, bs are their sepa-

ratrix values; the effective separatrix rs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
asbs

p
. Figure

10(a) shows the integrated density measurements,
Ð

nd‘, and

the modeled results during a half cycle of the n¼ 2 rotation.

Clearly, the modified RR model (dashed line) reproduces the

FIG. 9. (Color online) Tomographic reconstruction of bremsstrahlung radia-

tion in the FRC with n¼ 2 mode, obtained from a 60-chords visible tomog-

raphy system. Frame (a) was obtained at the onset of the n¼ 2 mode, and

frames (b)–(d) during half cycle of the n¼ 2 mode, rotating in the ion dia-

magnetic direction.
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observations on all channels. Figure 10(b) shows the time-

resolved density profile predicted by the model. Note that

steep edge gradients appear during the rotation. This corre-

lates with increased fluctuation levels at the edge, as dis-

cussed later, which may thus enhance the radial transport

rate.

Density fluctuations arising from the n¼ 2 rotational

mode have been measured, for the first time in an FRC, using

the newly developed heterodyne six-channel reflectometry,

based on the Doppler backscattering, by launching the

microwave beam oblique to the magnetic surface. Figure 11

shows the density fluctuation spectra from reflectometry and

simultaneous line-integrated density from CO2=HeNe inter-

ferometry. The Doppler shift is asymmetric, consistent with

a mixed n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 oscillation with a net toroidal rota-

tion. For the example in Fig. 11, the Doppler shift frequency

DfDh i � 1MHz and kh� 4 cm�1, thus, the toroidal rotation

velocity, Vhh i ¼ 2p DfDh i=kh � 16km=s. This is consistent

with results from Mirnov probes and bremsstrahlung=bolom-

eter tomography.

In order to further improve stability against the n¼ 2

mode, quasistatic quadrupole fields are routinely applied in

C-2 by configuring the saddle coils outside the confinement

chamber as standard quadrupole. For typical conditions with

ni� 5�1019 m�3, rs� 0.35 m, and Xi� 2pfn¼2¼ 6.3�104

rad=s, the predicted field strength required for quadrupole

stabilization, according to Eq. (6), is Bquad� 50 G at the sep-

aratrix. Figure 12 compares cases with and without quadru-

pole fields, obtained under similar operating conditions;

here, the vacuum quadrupole field at the separatrix (rs¼ 35

cm) is Bquad¼ 50 G, which satisfies the stability criterion.

The n¼ 2 mode appears as amplitude oscillations of the line-

integrated density,
Ð

nd‘. Clearly, quadrupole field signifi-

cantly delays the onset of the instability, significantly

extending the initial higher performance phase from� 0.2

to� 0.9 ms, as indicated by slower decay in Be and rDu. It is

worth nothing that multipoles also provide an effective

means of stabilizing the instability in traditional h-pinch

FRCs, but without improving confinement.1 However, at the

late time, i.e.,� 0.9 ms, stability is lost because rs� rDu has

shrunk considerably and Bquad at the separatrix has fallen

FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Line-integrated density measurements,
Ð

nd‘,
from separate channels at different impact parameters of the CO2=HeNe in-

terferometer, located at the center of the confinement chamber (z¼ 0) and

fitted results for shot #4047; (b) density profiles during the n¼ 2 rotation

at� 0.5 ms, obtained from the modified RR model.

FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Fluctuation spectra at the edge, obtained from

the reflectometer; (b) line-integrated density,
Ð

nd‘, obtained from the inter-

ferometer with a line of sight near the center of the FRC.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Effect of quadrupole stabilization against the n¼ 2

mode, which can be clearly seen from the amplitude oscillations on the line-

integrated density,
Ð

nd‘. Onset of the n¼ 2 modes also indicated.
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below the stability requirement. Applying a stronger quadru-

pole was found to compromise the initial FRC performance,

possibly because of field-line opening by the radial compo-

nent of the quadrupole field. An “odd parity” quadrupole

(antisymmetric about the midplane) was tested and also

found to stabilize the instability, albeit requiring higher field

strength than the standard “even parity” (symmetric)

quadrupole.

Figure 13 shows the toroidal plasma rotation frequencies

of collision-merged FRCs in C-2 obtained from reflectome-

try for the discharges with and without quadrupole stabiliza-

tion. Without quadrupole fields, Fig. 13(a), the plasma spins

up during the initial quiescent phase, with rotation fre-

quency, X, reaching� 1�105 rad=s at the onset of the n¼ 2

mode, i.e., at� 0.2 ms, see Fig. 12. After that X appears to

decrease as the n¼ 2 mode saturates. By contrast, with quad-

rupole stabilization, Fig. 13(b), the initial rotation appears to

be suppressed with X< 5�104 rad=s. This is consistent with

the observations from FRX-C.52 Note, however, that multi-

poles usually do not suppress the plasma rotation in most h-

pinch FRCs, but merely mitigate the growth of the n¼ 2

mode.1

VI. CONFINEMENT AND TRANSPORT

The FRC is predominantly a diamagnetic entity sup-

ported by bulk currents flowing across the poloidal field, i.e.,

currents arising from drifts. Hence, both the quality of con-

finement and the effectiveness of current drive are ultimately

limited by cross-field transport, which is well known to be

anomalous (nonclassical) in magnetic confinement systems.

Little has been established quantitatively about FRC trans-

port other than what can be characterized by empirical

expressions. On the other hand, it is well established that the

loss of particles at the separatrix and the decay of the poloi-

dal flux (or equivalently, the plasma current) are intimately

connected, a consequence of high b. Further, the bulk trans-

port of energy appears to be convective and so linked inti-

mately to the loss of particles.53 Thus, the general character

of the transport is captured by the poloidal flux decay as a

resistive diffusion process. The diffusivity, D?, follows from

the flux decay time s/ as

D? 	 g?=l0 ¼ a2
�
s/; (8)

where a ¼ rs � R � rs=4 is nominal minor radius, taken to

be the distance between the field null (R) and the separatrix

(rs).

Figure 14(a) shows the flux confinement times of the

FRCs formed by collision-merging (“M”) in C-2 and those

formed by translation-trapping (“T”). These are compared to

the empirical LSX-scaling obtained from the large s experi-

ment (LSX) for h-pinch-formed FRCs,2

sLSX
/ ¼ 6:52� 10�5q�1:07

L x0:5
s r2:14

s ; (9)

where qL is the ion Larmor radius based on the external mag-

netic field. The LSX scaling is also in accordance with the

results from the early CT merging experiment with conical

FIG. 13. (Color online) Time evolution of plasma rotation frequency, X,

with and without quadrupole stabilization.

FIG. 14. (Color online) (a) Magnetic flux confinement time of merged

FRCs in C-2, su, vs the LSX scaling for conventional h-pinch-formed FRCs,

sLSX
/ , along with the results from recent FRC translation experiments, FIX3,

TCS6, as well as those obtained on C-2 during the initial start-up phase with

only one single h-pinch formation source attached to the central confinement

chamber and a strong magnetic mirror plug at the downstream end to capture

the translated FRCs; (b) diffusivities, D\, derived from su, vs classical dif-

fusivities, Dcl
?, for the well-centered merged FRCs in C-2.
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conical h-pinches.19–21 The translation-trapping formation

examples (“T”) are from FIX [FRC Injection eXperiment,3

TCS (Ref. 6)], as well as early C-2 experiments. The early

C-2 results were obtained using a single h-pinch source; the

downstream magnetic mirror was strong enough to trap the

rapidly translating plasmoid. FRCs formed by translation-

trapping exhibit a confinement comparable to but up to a fac-

tor of 2 better than LSX scaling. By contrast, many merged

FRCs on C-2 exhibit a remarkable improvement in confine-

ment up to ten times LSX scaling. Note that instrumental

errors in the magnetic measurements are only about �2%;

larger data scatters in the figure largely reflect shot-to-shot

variations in experimental conditions.

Figure 14(b) plots the transport rates for collision-

merged FRCs, inferred using Eq. (8), compared to the classi-

cal diffusivity,54

Dcl
?
¼ 2Dcl

== � 0:45ZeffTt½keV
�3=2
(10)

assuming Zeff ¼1 and Tt =Te¼ 5.5 (the latter based on Thom-

son scattering, Doppler spectroscopy, and magnetic measure-

ments, see Fig. 7). While there is no clear trend, the best

collision-merged FRCs exhibit near-classical confinement.

Indeed, the transport may be even closer to the classical, if

plasma impurities (Zeff> 1) are taken into account. More

detailed data and a broader parameter space are needed to

develop a physics-based transport understanding.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

High-temperature, stable FRCs have been produced in a

new compact toroid research facility, C-2, employing the

collision-merging formation method, i.e., merging of two

colliding, highly supersonic, high-b plasmoids. These FRCs

achieved record lifetimes of the diamagnetism, some exceed-

ing 2 ms. Poloidal flux increases during the merging, com-

pared to the first pass, with a poloidal flux-increase factor

exceeding 10. Most of the kinetic energy of the plasmoids is

converted into the thermal energy during the merging, pre-

dominantly going into the ion channel: before merging

Ti�Te� 30 eV and after merging Ti� 4.5Te with Te� 100

eV. Both the temperature and poloidal flux of merged FRC

strongly depend on the translation speed of the individual

plasmoids, favoring higher speeds. The dynamics of FRC

formation, translation, and merging=reconnection processes

are reproduced by a newly developed 2-D resistive magneto-

hydrodynamic code, LamyRidge.

The collision-merged FRCs in C-2 exhibit a spectacular

improvement in flux confinement compared to the FRCs

formed by the original h-pinch method, with flux transport

rates approaching classical values in some cases. The ability

to generate these well-confined, long-lived, high-b plasmas,

using collision-merging via magnetic reconnection, should

have significant implications for fusion energy research and

basic plasma physics.
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